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Disclaimer
The following presentation, including any printed or electronic copy of these slides, the talks given by the presenters, the information communicated during any delivery of the presentation and any question and answer session and any
document or material distributed at or in connection with the presentation (together, the “Presentation”), has been prepared by APONTIS PHARMA AG (the “Company”), is not an offer to sell any securities or an invitation to purchase
securities or the solicitation of an offer to buy securities. This Presentation is not an advertisement and not a prospectus for the purposes of Regulation (EU) 2017/1129 of the European Parliament and of the Council of June 14, 2017, as
amended.

The Presentation is provided for general information only and does not purport to contain all the information that may be required to evaluate the Company. The information in the Presentation is subject to updating, completion, revision
and verification.

No reliance may be placed for any purpose whatsoever on the information or opinions contained or expressed in the Presentation or on the accuracy, completeness or fairness of such information and opinions. To the extent permitted by
law and regulation, no undertaking, representation or warranty or other assurance, express or implied, is made or given by or on behalf of the Company, or any of its parent or subsidiary undertakings or the subsidiary undertakings of any
such parent undertakings or any of its respective directors, officers, partners, employees, agents, affiliates, representatives or advisers, or any other person, as to the accuracy, completeness or fairness of the information or opinions
contained in the Presentation.

None of the Company, its affiliates and advisers, agents and/or any other party undertakes or is under any duty to update the Presentation or to correct any inaccuracies in any such information which may become apparent or to provide
you with any additional information. Save in the case of fraud, no responsibility or liability is accepted by any such person for any errors, omissions or inaccuracies in such information or opinions or for any loss, cost or damage suffered or
incurred, however arising, directly or indirectly, from any use of, as a result of the reliance on, or otherwise in connection with, the Presentation. In addition, no duty of care or otherwise is owed by any such person to recipients of the
Presentation or any other person in relation to the Presentation.

The Presentation includes statements that are, or may be deemed to be, forward-looking statements. These statements are based on the current views, expectations and assumptions of the management of the Company and involve
known and unknown risks and uncertainties that could cause actual results, performance or events to differ materially from those expressed or implied in such statements. Actual results, performance or events may differ materially from
those described in such statements due to, among other things, changes in the general economic and competitive environment, risks associated with capital markets, currency exchange rate fluctuations and competition from other
companies, changes in international and national laws and regulations, in particular with respect to tax laws and regulations, affecting the Company and other factors. The Company does not assume any obligations to update any forward-
looking statements. The Presentation includes statistics, data and other information relating to markets, market sizes, market shares, market positions and other industry data pertaining to the Company's business and markets. Unless
otherwise indicated, such information is based on analysis by the Company of multiple sources, including certain studies commissioned from third parties (the “Market Reports”). The Market Reports may include and be based on, amongst
other things, information obtained from primary interviews and field visits conducted by third parties with industry experts and participants, third parties’ secondary market research and internal financial and operational information supplied
by, or on behalf of, the Company, as well as information obtained from (i) data providers; (ii) industry associations and country organizations; and (iii) publicly available information from other sources, such as information publicly released
by the Company’s competitors. To the extent available, the industry, market and competitive position data contained in the Presentation has come from official or third-party sources. Third-party industry publications, studies and surveys
generally state that the data contained in them have been obtained from sources believed to be reliable, but that there is no guarantee of the accuracy or completeness of such data. While the Company believes that each of these
publications, studies and surveys has been prepared by a reputable source, the Company has not independently verified the data contained therein. In addition, certain of the industry, market and competitive position data contained in the
Presentation come from the Company’s own internal research and estimates based on the knowledge and experience of the Company’s management in the markets in which the Company operates. While the Company believes that such
research and estimates are reasonable and reliable, they, and their underlying methodology and assumptions, have not been verified by any independent source for accuracy or completeness and are subject to change without notice.
Accordingly, undue reliance should not be placed on any of the industry, market or competitive position data contained in the Presentation. All projections, valuations and statistical analyses are provided to assist the recipient in the
evaluation of the matters described in the Presentation. They may be based on subjective assessments and assumptions and may use one among alternative methodologies that produce different results and, to the extent that they are
based on historical information, they should not be relied upon as an accurate prediction of future performance.

The distribution of this Presentation in certain jurisdictions is restricted by law. Therefore, it must not be distributed, published or reproduced (in whole or in part) or disclosed by its recipients to any other person for any purpose, other than
with the consent of the Company. All trademarks remain the property of their respective owners. By accepting receipt of, attending any delivery of, or electronically accessing, the Presentation, you agree to be bound by the above
limitations and conditions and, in particular, you represent, warrant and undertake to the Company that: (i) you will not forward the Presentation to any other person or reproduce or publish this document, in whole or in part, for any
purpose; and (ii) you have read and agree to comply with the contents of this notice.
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Introduction

APONTIS 2.0

Transformation

Q3 Earnings & Guidance FY´23

Business Development Update

Earnings Call Q3/23
November 09th 2023
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Executive Team

Bruno Wohlschlegel
Chief Executive Officer (from 1 Sept 2023)

• Business Development

• Market Access

• Medical & Regulatory Affairs

• Product Development

• Strategy

• Marketing & Sales

• Human Resources

• Investor Relations

Thomas Milz
Chief Product Officer

• Finance

• Supply Chain

• IT

• Compliance

Thomas Zimmermann
Chief Finance Officer

“Drug non-compliance is a stealth epidemic exacting a heavy toll on the healthcare system – our broad portfolio of 
Single Pills is designed to help tackle this epidemic” 
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APONTIS 2.0 Status Quo – 60 days analysis
Promising value proposition and strong engagement

Go-to-Market Model with substantial room for improvement

5 · 2023

Value proposition with strong growth potential
• High medical need across target indications
• Broad portfolio that could serve 5M patients in

Germany
• Strong scientific evidence
• Guideline recommendations
• Payers support kicking in
• Growth opportunities beyond Germany from 2026

onwards

Organisational Engagement:
• High motivation across organisation
• Strong Commitment towards purpose &

Single Pill concept

Go-to-market model with distinct weaknesses

• Single Pill Umbrella strategy lacking lifecycle
approach to grow specific Single Pills

• Additional communication channels underdeveloped
and not integrated

• post-pandemic loss of call capacity (-20%)

• Very broad customer base leads to sub-optimal
frequency of high-potential customers

• Sales Force excellence with room for improvement



APONTIS Transformation
Promising value proposition and strong engagement

Go-to-Market Model with substantial room for improvement

• No lifecycle approach to
growing specific Single Pills

• Additional communication
channels are underdeveloped
and not integrated

• post-pandemic loss of call
capacity (-20%)

• Very broad customer base
leads to sub-optimal frequency
of high-potential customers

• Sales Force excellence with
room for improvement

• No lifecycle approach to
growing specific Single Pills

• Additional communication
channels are underdeveloped
and not integrated

• post-pandemic loss of call
capacity (-20%)

• Very broad customer base
leads to sub-optimal frequency
of high-potential customers

• Sales Force excellence with
room for improvement

• Specific Single Pill campaigns

• Integrated Multichannel
communication

• Sales force focus on most
valuable HCPs/centers

• Up-to-date commercial
excellence methods

• Leverage payer‘s collaboration
and medical peer groups

• Specific Single Pill campaigns

• Integrated Multichannel
communication

• Sales force focus on most
valuable HCPs/centers

• Up-to-date commercial
excellence methods

• Leverage payer‘s collaboration
and medical peer groups

• Faster launch uptake and
lifecycle maximization for
established brands

• Strong increase of share of
voice

• Higher contact rate/HCP with
stronger growth rates

• High-efficiency gains and fast
and flexible response to
opportunities and challenges

• Impactful additional trigger for
Single Pill prescription

• Faster launch uptake and
lifecycle maximization for
established brands

• Strong increase of share of
voice

• Higher contact rate/HCP with
stronger growth rates

• High-efficiency gains and fast
and flexible response to
opportunities and challenges

• Impactful additional trigger for
Single Pill prescription

S tatus Quo New Model Outcome
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Go-to-Market Re-design
Profitability in 2024 and sustainable profitable growth ´24+

Status Quo
static model

Redesign for Efficacy

Focus on high-value
accounts/customers

Implement 
Multichannel approach

Adapt/Scale

for more
profitable
growth

Shape for Efficiency

Reduce costs by
downsizing organisation
according to new model

Grow Top Line

Grow Bottom Line
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Market Access

Medical Marketing
Sales Force

HCP 
Co-Development

P-2-P

Direct Marketing

APONTIS PHARMA  3.0
Flexible Resource Allocation based on growth opportunities & Market development

physicians
patients

stakeholder
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New Management Team

Bruno Wohlschlegel
Chief Executive Officer

Thomas Milz
Chief Product Officer

Thomas Zimmermann
Chief Finance Officer

Jörg Schmitz (ad interim)
Head of Sales

Anne-Karina Niemeyer
Head of Marketing

Susanne Böhm
Head of HR

(Maternity leave replacement
Julia Mach-Marschewski)

Dr. Susanne Endreß
Head of QA, DS & Regulatory

Dr. Andrea Rockstroh
Head of Medical
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Financials 9M 2023



9M 2023 at a glance
Impact of contract end of Jalra/Icandra and tenders Atorimib/Caramlo and
supply situation Atorimib
Financial Highlights 9M 2023

Single Pill Revenues

EURm 17.9

(-34.6%)

Total Revenues

EURm 27.1

(-37.1 %)

EBITDA

EURm -7.0

(EURm -11.9) 

Note: Rounding differences may occur. Source: Company data; unaudited financials.
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Decline in sales due to Jalra/Icandra
and tender/supply situation for Atorimib

Revenue comparison 9M 2023 vs. 9M 2022

Reduction in Single Pills driven in particular by the tenders for 
Atorimib and Caramlo and supply situation for Atorimib

• Atorimib impacted by tender and supply situation. 90s pack 
size partially mitigated the impact of tenders on Atorimib. 
Supply situation still not sufficient in Q3. Improvement in 
supply from November onwards. Atorimib sales down by 
EURm 8.4 or 59%.

• Caramlo minus EURm 1.9 or 66% due to tenders.

• Tonotec HCT +36%, Tonotec Lipid +147%, LosAmlo, 
Biramlo and Iltria with growth between 1% and 9%.

Cooperation impacted by expiry of Jalra/Icandra

• Jalra/Icandra declined by EURm -6.0 as the Co-Marketing 
contract with Novartis expired end of September 2022.

• Ulunar sales declined by -26% (EURm 1.5).

• Trixeo fee for calls grew by EURm 0.4 (+19%).

• Pentalong fee for call started in April 2023 (EURm 0.9)

Others

• Decline due to the divestment of the gynaecology business 
in Q1 2022.

27,3

13,9

1.8

17.9

7,8

1.40,0

5,0

10,0

15,0

20,0

25,0

30,0

Single Pill Cooperation Other

9M 2022     9M 2023 9M 2022   9M 2023 9M 2022     9M 2023

(in EURm)

Note: Rounding differences may occur. Source: Company data; unaudited financials.
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Higher Single Pill sales in Q3 2023 due to Atorimib and 
Caramlo

• Atorimib improved by EURm 0.3 vs. Q2 2023 due to better 
supply situation.

• Caramlo plus EURm 0.2.

Cooperation business mainly lower due to Ulunar

• Cooperation with Puren ./. EURm 0.2 in Q3 due to phasing 
of calls.

• Trixeo fee for calls declined by EURm 0.2 in Q3.

• Ulunar sales decreased by EURm 0.9 in Q3 due to high 
stocking of wholesalers in Q2.

Others

• Change in sales mainly due to the seasonality of cough 
season and availability of the product Codicaps.

6.6

2.7

0.7

5.5

3.2

0.3

5,8

1,9

0,3
0,0

1,0

2,0

3,0

4,0

5,0

6,0

7,0

8,0

9,0

10,0

Single Pill Cooperation Other

Q1 2023 Q2 2023 Q3 2023

Note: Rounding differences may occur. Source: Company data; unaudited financials.

Q3 2023 Single Pills stronger due to 
Atorimib and Caramlo. 

Revenue comparison Q1 – Q3 2023

(in EURm)
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3.3

-6.2

Net result

3.6

EBIT

4.9

-7.0

EBITDA

61.3 62.5%

Gross Profit
Margin

43.1

27.1

Revenues

9M 2022 9M 2023

9M 2022 9M 2023

9M 2022 9M 2023

9M 2022 9M 2023

9M 2022 9M 2023

26.4

16.9

Gross Profit

Decline in profit due to sales development

Key performance indicators 9M 2023

Note: Rounding differences may occur.

Source: Company data; unaudited financials

Revenues

 Single Pills -34.6%

 Cooperation -43.9%

 Others – 21.8%
(influenced by the divestment 
of the Gyn products in 2022)

Gross Profit

 Decline in gross profit 
impacted by lower sales. 
Gross profit Margin is up due 
to lower Ulunar sales and the 
loss of Jalra/Icandra.

EBITDA/Net Result

 Main reason for reduced 
EBITDA is lower sales. 

 Higher expenses for wages 
EUR 1.3 Mio.

 Severance payment to former 
CEO EUR 0.8 Mio.

 Income from the divestment of 
Gyn products in the amount of 
approx. EUR 0.6 Mio. in 2022.

(in EURm)

9M 2022 9M 2023

-8.5
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 Total working capital is negative.

 Inventories are higher due to very low 
inventory level in December 2022 and 
additional Single Pills.

 Receivables on prior year level.

 Reduction in rebate liabilities. 

 Increase in fixed assets driven by 
further milestone payments for 
development projects.

 Decrease net cash driven by loss and 
higher working capital.

 Equity decreased due to loss. Equity 
ratio of 70.2%.

Balance Sheet:
Lower Cash due to loss and higher working capital

Sep 30, 2023

Note: Rounding differences may occur.

Source: Company data; unaudited financials
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€ thousand ACT PY ∆

Total equity and capitalization difference   35 896   42 271 -  6 376

A. Total working capital -  1 122 -  7 145   6 023

I. Trade net working capital   4 715    723   3 992

1. Inventories   6 082   3 164   2 918

2. Receivables and other assets   3 117   2 918    200

3. Accounts payables -  4 485 -  5 359    874

II. Prepaid expenses    543    435    109

III. Other liabilities -   38 -   734    695

IV. Other accruals -  6 341 -  7 568   1 227

B. Long-term assets   18 604   16 193   2 412

I. Intangible fixed assets   16 799   16 148    651

II. Tangible fixed assets    34    45 -   11

III. Deferred tax assets   1 772      1 772

C. Net cash   18 413   33 223 -  14 810

I. Pension accruals -  2 749 -  2 686 -   63

II. Financial assets    757    799 -   42

III. Tax accruals -   796 -  1 235    439

IV. Cash   21 201   36 345 -  15 144



 Loss and higher working capital 
generated negative operating cash 
flow.

 Working Capital at year-end 2022 was 
impacted by higher accruals for 
rebates and outstanding invoices.

 CAPEX for milestone payments.

 Financing cash flow in 9M 2022 
represents buy-backs of shares.

Negative operating cash flow in 9M 2023
Based on loss and higher working capital

Sep YTD 23

Note: Rounding differences may occur.

Source: Company data; unaudited financials

Sep YTD 2022
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€ thousand ACT ∆

Cash BoP   36 345   29 840   6 505

Operating flow -  13 428   6 678 -  20 106

Net profit -  6 249   3 268 -  9 517

Depreciation & amortization   1 414   1 326    88

Accruals -  1 175   1 278 -  2 453

Inventories & receivables -  3 221    71 -  3 292

Payables -  1 570    480 -  2 050

Taxes -   444    345 -   789

Interests -   284    -   283

Other -  1 898 -   90 -  1 809

Investing flow -  1 717 -  2 407    690

   -  1 836   1 836

  21 201   32 276 -  11 075

-  15 144   2 436 -  17 580Change in cash and cash equivalents

Financing flow

Cash EoP



6 - 7
5 - 8

5.6

-8.6EBITDA before
Restructuring

55,7

36.1

Revenues

Savings
full year

2022 2023

New Guidance for 2023
and restructuring impact

Note: Rounding differences may occur.

Source: Company data

Revenues 2023

Reduction in sales compared to 
2022 due to tenders, supply 
issues with Atorimib and stop of 
contract with Jalra/Icandra

EBITDA 2023

Decline in sales and additional 
costs for employees and salary 
increase cause high loss of 
EBITDA before restructuring of 
EUR -8.6 Mio..

Restructuring

Expected savings in a range 
between EUR 6.0 Mio. 
to EUR 7.0 Mio.

Expected restructuring expenses 
in a range between EUR 5.0 Mio. 
to EUR 8.0 Mio. 

(in EURm)

2022 2023
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(in EURm) Restructuring
Expense 2023

(in EURm)



APONTIS PHARMA
Update Business Development & Market Access



Update on Short-term Pipeline:
Accelerating the Development of Single Pills, 2023 (n = 4)

November 2023November 2023September 2023June 2023Planned market launch

ApprovedApproved
Launched in Germany
September 12th, 2023

Launched in Germany
June 28th, 2023

Status

No other Single Pill provider with 
this combination

Two other Single Pill providers 
with this combination

One other Single Pill provider 
with this combination

Six other Single Pill providers 
with this combination already on 

the market
Competitive environment

30 k900 k130 k96 kMin. patient potential²

EURm 0.0
(Exclusive license agreement)

EURm 1.0
(Triple-Exclusive license 

agreement)

EURm 0.25
(Semi-Exclusive license 

agreement)

EURm 0.0
(Exclusive license agreement)

Total
development cost

EURm 1-1.5EURm 6-8EURm 1-1.5EURm 3-3,5
Mid-term annual revenue 

potential

AP–D12Rosazimib
(AP–D01)

RosuAmlo
(AP-D13)

Licensed-in

own developmentNotes: (1) Main application essential hypertension; (2) Patient potential: number of patients with the same substance class combination in loose form
Source: Patient INSIGHTS Analytics (PIA). A web-based pharmaceutical tool from INSIGHT Health GmbH & Co. KG; Company Information

Field of application
1

AP–D19

New
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AP–D15

Short-term Pipeline:
Accelerating the Development of Single Pills, 2024 (n = 4)

Q4 2024Q4 2024Q3 2024Q1 2024Planned market launch

Dossier submitted in 
September 2022

Dossier submitted in 
February 2023

Approved
National registration phase 

ongoing
Status

No other Single Pill provider with 
this combination

No other Single Pill provider with 
this combination

No other Single Pill provider with 
this combination

One other Single Pill provider 
with this combination

Competitive environment

120 k
12 k

(Exclusive license agreement)
400 k

(Exclusive license agreement)
150 kMin. patient potential²

EURm 2.5noneEURk 276EURm 1.3
Total

development cost

EURm 4.0-6.0EURm 2.0-3.0EURm 1.0-2.0EURm 6.0-8.0
Mid-term annual revenue 

potential
Licensed-in

own developmentNotes: (1) Main application essential hypertension; (2) Patient potential: number of patients with the same substance class combination in loose form
Source: Patient INSIGHTS Analytics (PIA). A web-based pharmaceutical tool from INSIGHT Health GmbH & Co. KG; Company Information

Caramlo HCT APONTIS
(AP–T01)

AP–D04 Caramlo Ator APONTIS
(AP–T02)

New
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Short-term Pipeline:
Accelerating the Development of Single Pills, 2025 (n = 2)

H2 2025H1 2025Planned market launch

Dossier submitted in 
August 2023

Dossier submitted in 
July 2023

Status

No other Single Pill provider with 
this combination

No other Single Pill provider with 
this combination

Competitive environment

7 k
(Exclusive license agreement)

76 k
(Exclusive license agreement)

Min. patient potential²

nonenone
Total

development cost

EURm 1.5-2.0EURm 8.0-10.0
Mid-term annual revenue 

potential
Licensed-in

own developmentNotes: (1) Main application essential hypertension; (2) Patient potential: number of patients with the same substance class combination in loose form
Source: Patient INSIGHTS Analytics (PIA). A web-based pharmaceutical tool from INSIGHT Health GmbH & Co. KG; Company Information

1
Field of application AP–D02AP–D03
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APONTIS PHARMA´s cooperation activities
Co-Promotion activities synergistic to Single Pills

Co-Promotion agreement 

with Puren

until end of March

2024

Co-Promotion agreement 

with AstraZeneca 

until end of October

2023

Successful transition from co-marketing to fee for call cooperation

Distribution model

with Novartis

for Ulunar

until end of 2024

22 · 2023

Fee for call 

cooperation options 2024

Negotiations with 

several companies 

ongoing

NEW



From August 1st, 2023, onwards, for two years:

Single Pill contracts with two payers
Initiation of selective rebate contracts

(14 % of SHI 1) 

(11 % of SHI) 

Payers started communication with physicians

1 SHI = Statutory health insurance 23 · 2023



Germany´s health insurance leader in drug expenses BARMER emphasizes the importance of
a Single Pill combination for therapy adherence via letter to physicians

The Single Pill combination products of 
APONTIS PHARMA convinced BARMER by:
a) simply one pill once 
b) represented in current medical 

guidelines
c) broad range of dosages

The Single Pill Finder supports the 
identification of patients being treated with 
multiple pills for substitution by a Single Pill 
combination 

d) economic prescription possibility
e) less patient co-payment
f)  proven sustainability

… treatment of patients with too many 
medications often fails because of "treatment 
adherence". Due to new evidence by 
SECURE study and START study clear 
recommendation for Single Pill combination 
therapy by substituting a loose combination 
of single substances …
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ir@apontis-pharma.de
T: +49 2173 89 55 4900
F: +49 2173 89 55 1521

Alfred-Nobel-Str. 10
40789 Monheim am Rhein
Deutschland

apontis-pharma.de

November 2023

Contact


